
SOLAR THERMAL
PANEL SYSTEMS



The solar energy 
captured from the 
thermal solar panels 
produces free of charge 
sanitary hot water, 
and covers most of the 
annual requirements, 
reducing the use to the 
traditional boiler.

The solar energy can 
effectively integrate 
heating during the 
intermediate seasons; 
an ideal application 
especially when used 
with radiant panel 
systems.

Each kWh produced 
converting the rays of the 
sun to thermal energy 
creating sensible energy 
saving, when compared 
with other more 
expensive fuels.

Limiting the use of 
fossil fuels is not only 
economically convenient, 
but it reduces on the 
environment and the 
climate the negative 
impact of daily actions 
needed such as washing 
and heating houses.

What’s more it’s 
Giacomini!
The Italian company 
which is trusted 
throughout the world as 
a leader in the fi eld of 
component and heating 
systems, conditioning 
and sanitary distribution.



SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEM:
AND THE HOUSE CREATES ITS OWN ENERGY

Is it possible that a building produces a part of the needed energy instead of consuming it only? The solar 
thermal system nowadays permits this with a contained investment and a safe and tested technology.
The thermal use of energy is very important for the family budget: the production of sanitary hot water and 
heating may require up to 80% of the energy consumed in a house. But a remarkable share of this energy may 
be given available by the solar thermal system which has a simple but very important task: it converts the sun 
rays, available free of charge and in large quantities for several months per year, into energy to heat water.
Providing the house with a solar thermal system is also a choice of big responsibility as regards to environment 
and future generations; due to the reduction of using fossil fuels, resources more and more scarce are preserved 
and the emissions of gases responsible for climate change is drastically limited.
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Drawing made by the children of Giacomini’s nursery school, for the “ENERGY” project.





The panels are essentially components which capture the energy of the sun; but their layout on the outside of 
buildings requires particular attention. On one hand you have to solve the eventual installation restrictions, on 
the other hand you need to guarantee aestetics without compromise.
The range of giacosun solar panels offers suitable guarantees in each situation: it gives freedom concerning the 
assembly that can occur on fl at roofs, inclined ones or on faces. The different panel versions allow vertical or 
horizontal installation; the version to be embedded is even integrated on the roof replacing the tiles.
giacosun solar panels have been designed with particular care to integrate them with the building. The special 
colouring of the collector, made with a bronze coloured fi lm, always guarantees a pleasant and discreet insertion 
of the panels into the roof. The version to be embedded offers a valuable aesthetical combination even where 
windows are expected to be integrated into the roofs.

SOLAR KEYMARK
It represents the European quality 
mark for products destined to 
solar thermal systems. Choosing 
Solar Keymark products means 
automatically satisfying the European 
standards, as a guarantee of high 
quality and reliable information about 
the information readily available.
In Europe the Solar Keymark is 
considered a reference for national 
and regional bodies to grant fi scal 
contributions and benefi ts for private 
and public projects.
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INSTALLATION FREEDOM,
GUARANTEED AESTETICS





The modern technology of giacosun solar thermal panel systems covers a very high percentage of the hot 
water need for sanitary use, reducing considerably the use of the traditional boiler that can be switched off 
during summer. This is due to the high constructive care of the giacosun fl at solar panels: the special TINOX 
treatment of the collector ensures high outputs and long life, while the covering made of toughened glass and 
interchangeable is of  high quality and improves the transmission of the radiation of the sun.
That’s not all: if you have new generation appliances that can be supplied with pre-heated water, you can save 
the phase of heating of the Domestic water, shorten the washing cycle and lower electrical consumption
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FROM THE SUN, 
AS MUCH HOT WATER AS YOU LIKE





In addition to the availability of sanitary hot water, in certain periods of the year giacosun solar thermal panel 
system may effectively integrate the energy required by the heating system. In this case, its use is ideal in 
combination with Giacoklima radiant panel systems, having low functioning temperature, either with fl oor, wall 
or ceiling radiant panels. The Giacoklima system always offers an optimal solution in every installation situation 
to obtain high comfort and a sensible energy saving.
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INTEGRATION OF THE LOW 
TEMPERATURE HEATING





The circulation group is the real “heart” of giacosun solar thermal panel system; each detail has been developed 
to guarantee the highest reliability, the dimension compactness and above all the simplicity during installation 
and maintenance phases.
The insulation shell in moulded PE – ensures effective thermal insulation and an attractive appearance – for 
example, it has two inserts by removing them it is possible, to install the regulator of the group and on the other 
one to control, fi lling and emptying of the system; the thermometers can also be seen mounted on the fl ow  
and return, the manometers, mounted on the safety group, the air circulation for the cooling of the integrated 
circulator, and through a steel plate on the back part, the mounting on heaters or on walls.
The characteristic elements of the circulation group are the capacity meter, mechanical or electrical – to allow  
the direct calculation of thermal energy supplied by the panels – the fi lling and regulation group, a specifi c 
circulator for solar applications, ball valves with integrated stop and manually adjustable, a safety group having 
safety valve in compliance with PED Directive and connection to the expansion vessel and fi nally a deaerator 
with manual discharge valve.
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THE CIRCULATION GROUP, 
THE “HEART” OF THE SYSTEM
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FIRST-CLASS 
REGULATION 

The regulator of the giacosun solar panel system, which can be integrated into the circulation group, allows  
the control of differential temperatures and the energy measuring captured by the collector and made available 
to the heater. Various confi gurations allow adjustment to personalize the use according to the system type 
and to individual requirements. It is easy and intuitive, having a practical assistant to the programming and to 
the perfectly readable and correctly lighted display. The data storing into the regulator offers the possibility to 
produce statistics and display them graphically to monitor system operation long-term. An appropriate security  
function of the menu prevents undesired changes to the parameter settings.
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Please visit www.giacomini.com or contact your local technical 
and commercial consultant for additional information

Route Provinciale 273-277
1301 Bierges (Wavre)

BELGIQUE

+32 10420650

28017
S. Maurizio d’Opaglio - NO 

ITALY

+39 0322923111

Via Linoleum 14 
6512 Giubiasco (Ticino) 

SVIZZERA

+41 918501990

Carretera de Viladrau, Km. 10
Poligono Industrial

Monmany n. 2 - 08553 Seva 
(Barcellona) 

ESPAÑA

+34 938841001

Rua de Martinhaes, 263
4485-188 Giao

(Vila Do Conde)
PORTUGAL

+35 1229286860

Unit 3, Goodrich Close,
Westerleigh Business Park, 

Yate BS37 5YS
UK

+44 1454311012

Ombu 34 (Ex 2881)
Don Torcuato Tigre 1611 

Buenos Aires 
ARGENTINA

+54 1147272620

GIACOMINI BENELUX SA/NVGIACOMINI S.P.A. GIACOMINI SA. GIACOMINI ESPAÑA SL. GIACOMINI PORTUGAL LDA. GIACOMINI SALES U.K LTD GIACOMINI LATINO AMERICA
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P.O. Box 18 - Erbenova 15
466 01 Jablonec Nad Nisou

CESKÁ REPUBLIC

+42 0483736060

Industriestrasse 10 
51545 Waldbroel
DEUTSCHLAND

+49 2291790236

Dolné Rudiny 1 
010 91 Zilina

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

+42 1417645223

Rond Point de l’Europe, 
BP 97 - 77348

Pontault Combault Cedex
FRANCE

+33 160292035

Beijing Offi  ce

Room A801, TYG Centre, 
No.2 Dong San Huan Bei Lu Bing, 

100027 Chaoyang District, 
Beijing, 
CHINA

+86 1084861901
+86 1084862775

Shanghai Offi  ce

Room 4125, China Development 
Bank Building, 

No.500 Pudong Road(s), 
Shanghai, 
CHINA

+86 1061095862

ARNEMA S.R.O. GIACOMINI GMBH DOMTECH S.R.O. GIACOMINI SA. GIACOMINI CHINA 

10 11 12 1398



Via per Alzo 39
28017 San Maurizio d’Opaglio (NO)

tel 0322 923111 - fax 0322 96256
info@giacomini.com - www.giacomini.com

Further information: www.giacomini.com
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